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About the Book
Fifteen years after the notorious War at Cat Lake, the fading past has taken with it several of the cherished residents of
this Mississippi community. Yet the memory of what happened is engraved on the minds of those who remain. In the
years since the conflict, the people living on the banks of Cat Lake have profited from their victory-and struggled with
their loss.
Missy Parker, the white child who stood in the center of the war, is now married and lives in Texas with her husband,
Pat.
Mose Washington, released from prison, returns to his tree-shaded cabin on the eastern shore of Cat Lake. The old black
man spends his days with his best friend-Missy Parker's father-and spends his nights missing his wife.
Satan's minions, the demonic instigators who declared war on Missy, remain at Cat Lake. Waiting.
One bleak night, in the middle of a wet April in 1960, evil is aroused. In the dark stillness of midnight, an innocent black
woman is attacked by a mob of white men. Mose confronts the men from behind his twelve-gauge shotgun, and people
die.
When the sun dawns on Saturday, Mose is a fugitive-classified as "armed and dangerous"-diligently pursued by the FBI
and hated by a powerful congressman.
Missy and her husband rush home to the Delta to find that the forces of darkness have been eagerly anticipating her
return.
And so begins the second battle in the War at Cat Lake.

Discussion Guide
1. In Chapter One, Junior, as an 11 yr. old boy, almost single-handedly built a bridge between two families. Describe a
person, perhaps a child, who has done that in a family you know . . . perhaps your own.
2. In Chapter One, on a night when the "clouds were overpowering the moon" the Parkers were awakened to pray for
their friend Mose. Describe a time you have been awakened in the dark of night to pray for someone.
3. In Chapter Two, Tripper deeply regretted his involvement in the attack. Share a time when you have made a poor
decision you later regretted.
4. What memories do you have of a bully like Bainbridge in your life?
5. How often can it be said of a person like Tripper, "that one is more afraid of being a coward than of taking a beating"?
6. What is your definition of bravery? Who is the bravest person in the story? Why?
7. In Chapter Two, young Bill Prince reflected, "every angel he had ever imagined had been black". Describe the
appearance of angels you have imagined.
8. In Chapter Three, Jerry Nations "spent the remainder of his life still trying to escape the effect of a single bad choice".
If you know someone of whom this is true, share it.
9. In Chapter Four, it was said of Bainbridge, "Whether or not he eventually got killed mattered less to him than getting
to kill the woman and the kid." Does this kind of an evil mind actually exist? In what way?
10. Have you ever had to explain death to a young child as Mose was commissioned to do? What was the result?
11. In Chapter Four, Bobby Lee said to Susan, "If we don't know, we won't have to lie." Explain the profound wisdom in
that statement.
12. In Chapter Five, Mose says: ". . . the good Lord sometimes sees fit to let what seems right come up short against
what is." What does this statement mean to you?
13. Throughout the book we see Bill Mann express his difficulty and reluctance to trust in God because of the pain he
suffered as a result of losing his father and mother. Why is it so difficult for Bill to trust and believe but not for Mose
who has experienced just as much pain in the loss of his son and his wife?
14. In Chapter Six, "the boy" said, ". . . didn't want to ask the question because he knew he didn't want to hear the answer
. . ."? Tell of a time when you've shared that same feeling.
15. Tripper Sherman and Frank McClellan are walking back to town after a night when they've seen an innocent woman
beaten to death for no reason, and Frank tells Tripper, "You did all you could." Tripper responded, "Not if I ain't dead, I
didn't." What do you think of that statement? What do you think about Tripper's convictions regarding personal

responsibility in life? Are there things in life worth dying for? If so, what are they?
16. In Chapter Seven, it is said of Mose: "Mose Washington is only mild-mannered till he's pushed." Who do you know
of whom this could be said?
17. Aside from personality and external appearances, what are the foundational differences between SAIC Bert Fuller
and Jeff Wagner? Which of these two men would you say reminds you more of yourself? Why?
18. In Chapter Eleven, Sam Jones receives an unexpected message: "His name is Samuel Washington Williams." Have
you ever had anyone named after you? Why? How did it make you feel?
19. Mose prayed very specifically that the Lord would "show Yo'self to him" (the boy.. Share a time when you asked
God for something specific and tell us His answer.
20. In Chapter Fourteen, Missy was described as impressive because she was "committed to a cause". Describe someone
you know like that who has impressed you!
21. In Chapter Seventeen, Wagner said, "I've been listening, but I haven't been hearing." If you could say this about
yourself, explain.
22. Describe Jeff Wagner before he changes his beliefs regarding religion, God, Jesus, etc., and describe him after he has
changed his beliefs. Which description would you say is a description of who you are? Why?
23. Why do you think Jeff Wagner changed his beliefs?
24. Bill Mann's dad told "yarns" to him of pre-flight training. Share a "yarn" that entertained you, told by a parent when
you were a child.
25. In Chapter Twenty-two, Bill finds himself in a difficult spot. Share a time like Bill's, when you found yourself in a
situation from which you wanted to escape.
26. In Chapter Twenty-three, we see Bill struggling to know what to believe. Who in your life has been as resistant to
God as Bill Mann?
27. How are Bill Mann and Jeff Wagner alike? How are they different?
28. Is this an inspiring story or a depressing story? Why?
29. Many of the characters in the story are Christians. Would you say they are good examples of what a Christian should
be, or bad examples? Why? Have your experiences with Christians in real life been positive or negative? How have your
experiences shaped your views of Christianity? Should the way one person lives out the beliefs of Christianity affect the
way another person views the philosophical principles of Christianity? Why?

Author Bio
In my younger years, if I was awake, I was outside the house and --- more often than not --- in trouble. Other than
devouring a small handful of the Horatio Hornblower series by C.S. Forrester and almost everything I could find on
flying, I wasn't much of a reader until after I graduated from college.
After graduating from college, I went into the Air Force and spent five years in the Strategic Air Command. In SAC,
when I was not in Southeast Asia, I spent seven out of every twenty-one days in a concrete alert facility…and I became a
reader.
Today, I enjoy being "inside" a compelling story…I want to see the people and taste their food…and my preference is to
be immersed in tension. As best I can recollect, the authors I've listed here wrote most of my favorite books.
Agatha Christie, Tom Clancy, Stephen Coonts, Michael Crichton, Clive Cussler, Patrick Davis, Len Deighton, Nelson
DeMille, Ian Fleming, Ken Follett, C.S. Forester, Frederick Forsyth, Dick Francis, Ernest Gann, John Grisham, Jack
Higgins, Stephen King, Dean Koontz, C.S. Lewis, Robert Ludlum, Harper Lee, Alistair MacLean, and Mark Twain.
John Aubrey Anderson grew up in Mississippi cotton country. After graduating from Mississippi State, he received an
Air Force commission and has recently retired after flying twenty-eight years for a major airline.
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